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(54) Steering assembly for a human-driven vehicle, and human-driven vehicle

(57) The steering assembly is applicable to a human-
driven vehicle having a chassis (1) mounted on self-ori-
enting wheels (2). The steering assembly comprises a
steering unit (50b) with a steering wheel (4) installed on
a mobile support and maintained out of contact with the
ground by elastic means at an end (1b) of the chassis
(1), and a control unit (50a) with a command member (7)
in another end of the chassis. The units are connected

by transmission devices (19, 20, 21). The command
member (7) is manually operable to lower the steering
wheel (4) against the force of said elastic means and to
make the steering wheel (4) rotate with respect to a sub-
stantially vertical shaft when the wheel (5) is in contact
with the ground to steer the vehicle. The elastic means
automatically lift the steering wheel (4) when the manual
operation of the command member (7) ceases.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a steering as-
sembly applicable to a human-driven vehicle provided
with self-orienting wheels, such as, for example, a shop-
ping cart, a warehouse trolley, a hospital bed or cart, etc.,
for the purpose of providing the user with the possibility
of performing a steering of said vehicle by means of a
command member controlling an additional steering
wheel. The present invention also relates to a human-
driven vehicle provided with such device.

Background of the Invention

[0002] International patent application WO-
2006/037822-A1, belonging to the current applicant, dis-
closes a device for steering a self-orienting wheel of a
human-driven vehicle, where the self-orienting wheel to
be guided is one of the wheels on which the vehicle
moves in normal conditions. The operation of the device
is based on providing a steering mechanism and a clutch
mechanism which can optionally be operated to couple
said steering mechanism to a rotating support on which
the self-orienting wheel is mounted. The mentioned
steering and clutch mechanisms are distributed in a con-
trol unit fixed, for example, to a push bar located in a rear
end region of the vehicle, and a steering unit associated
with the self-orienting wheel to be driven, which is locat-
ed, for example, in a front end region of the vehicle. The
partial mechanisms housed in the control and steering
units are mutually connected by respective movement
transmission devices, such as, for example, Bowden type
flexible cable and sheath assemblies. Elastic means
push the clutch mechanism towards an uncoupled posi-
tion and the mentioned control unit includes a command
member at the disposal of the user to remotely operate
the clutch mechanism against the force of said elastic
means and the steering mechanism.
[0003] The device of the mentioned international pat-
ent application WO-2006/037822-Al is fully operative, al-
though it has some aspects which can be improved. For
example, the implementation of the clutch mechanism
requires an adaptation to the self-orienting wheel to be
driven and, due to the fact that there is a large variety of
self-orienting wheel models, a specific design of part of
the clutch mechanism is required for each model if the
device is to be applied to a variety of pre-existing vehicles.
Furthermore, the coupling of the clutch mechanism is
only performed when the self-orienting wheel is in a pre-
determined angular position in relation to a coupling part
of the clutch mechanism, which forces the user to perform
a certain maneuver with the vehicle in addition to man-
ually acting on the command member to carry out the
coupling.
[0004] Document EP-1238885-A1 discloses a car-
riage provided with self-orienting wheels, which includes

an additional steerable and power-driven wheel at an end
of the carriage. The mentioned orientable wheel is
mounted on a supported connected to a mechanism op-
erated by means of a handle which allows lowering the
support until putting the orientable wheel in contact with
the ground, and raising the support to put the orientable
wheel out of contact with the ground. The raising and
lowering mechanism comprises a tubular column fixed
to the chassis of the carriage and a slide bar inserted in
said tubular column, where the support of the wheel is
fixed to the lower end of the slide bar and the handle is
installed at the upper end of the tubular column to rotate
with respect to a horizontal axis and connected to the
upper end of the slide bar by means of an eccentric mech-
anism. The handle can thus be shifted between a hori-
zontal position and a vertical position to raise or lower
the orientable wheel and can be rotated with respect to
a vertical axis to vary the orientation of the orientable
wheel. A locking mechanism allows locking the handle
in the horizontal position.
[0005] A drawback of the carriage described in the
mentioned document EP-1238885-A1 is that the control
handle is located at the same end of the carriage where
the orientable wheel is located, which is unsuitable for a
human-driven vehicle, such as a shopping cart, where
the most suitable situation for a steering wheel is the front
end region of the vehicle while the vehicle is generally
pushed by the user by means of a push bar or another
resistant structure located in the rear end region of the
vehicle.

Disclosure of the Invention

[0006] The present invention provides a steering as-
sembly for a human-driven vehicle, said vehicle having
a chassis with a first end region and a second end region
which are opposite to one another. The mentioned chas-
sis is mounted on freely rotating wheels, where at least
two of said wheels, which are located in said second end
region, are self-orienting wheels. The steering assembly
comprises an additional steering wheel installed on a
wheel support in the second end region of the chassis,
a manually operable lowering mechanism for moving
said wheel support between a lifted position, in which
said steering wheel is out of contact with the ground, and
a lowered position, in which the steering wheel is in con-
tact with the ground, and a manually operable steering
mechanism for making the wheel support and with it the
steering wheel rotate with respect to a steer shaft, which
is in a substantially vertical position at least when the
wheel support is in said lowered position, to steer the
vehicle.
[0007] First elastic means are arranged to push the
wheel support towards said lifted position, and to main-
tain it therein, and said lowering mechanism comprises
a command member which can be manually operated to
move the wheel support towards the lowered position
against the force of said first elastic means. The men-
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tioned lowering mechanism is configured to move, as a
consequence of a manual operation of the command
member, the wheel support towards the lowered position,
and maintain it therein, against the force of said first elas-
tic means. The first elastic means are arranged to return
the wheel support to the lifted position when said manual
operation of the command member ceases.
[0008] The mentioned command member is common
for said lowering and steering mechanisms and is located
in said first end region of the chassis, and the wheel sup-
port with the steering wheel is located in a second end
region of the chassis opposite to said first end region.
Respective first and second movement transmission de-
vices are arranged to transmit movements from the com-
mand member to the wheel support.
[0009] Preferably, each of said lowering and steering
mechanisms has a first part installed adjacent to the com-
mand member and connected thereto in said first end
region of the chassis and a second part installed adjacent
to the wheel support and connected thereto in the second
end region of the chassis. The mentioned first and second
parts of the lowering and steering mechanisms are con-
nected to one another by said first and second movement
transmission devices. The first parts of the lowering and
steering mechanisms and said command member, which
is common for both lowering and steering mechanisms,
are integrated in a control unit configured to be fixed to
a push member or to the chassis in the first end region
so that the command member can be manually operated
by a user to remotely perform the lowering and rotation
movements of the wheel support from a position adjacent
to said push member. The second parts of the lowering
and steering mechanisms and the steering wheel are in-
tegrated in a steering unit configured to be fixed to the
chassis in the second end region. These two control and
steering units are interconnected by the mentioned first
and second movement transmission devices, which are
preferably formed by Bowden type flexible cable and
sheath assemblies.
[0010] With this construction, the steering assembly of
the present invention provides the possibility of perform-
ing an optional steering of a human-driven vehicle pro-
vided with self-orienting wheels using an additional steer-
ing wheel located at an end of the vehicle, advantageous-
ly the front end, by means of a command member located
at the disposal of the user at the opposite end of the
vehicle, advantageously the rear end where the push
member or another push structure is located. This ar-
rangement allows the user to push the vehicle from be-
hind, as is usual, and at the same time control optionally
and without an additional effort the direction of the front
end of the vehicle. Furthermore, this arrangement also
allows the optional control of the direction when the ve-
hicle is pulled in an opposite direction.
[0011] The existence of the elastic means which auto-
matically lift the steering wheel putting it out of contact
with the ground when the user stops acting on the com-
mand member facilitates that the vehicle has the usual

behavior provided by the self-orienting wheels, allowing
side movements when the user does not act on the com-
mand member. The steering assembly of the present in-
vention can be applied to human-driven vehicles of the
type which can be nested in one another when they are
not in use to reduce space, and the fact that the additional
steering wheel is automatically placed in the lifted posi-
tion by the mentioned elastic means assures the usual
maneuverability of the plurality of nested vehicles when
they are moved together.
[0012] The steering assembly of the present invention
can be supplied as a kit to be incorporated to pre-existing
vehicles without needing to modify or substitute the orig-
inal wheels of the vehicle as a result of providing the
additional steering wheel. Likewise, the steering assem-
bly of the present invention can be easily integrated into
the design of new human-driven vehicle models. In any
case, the steering mechanism is permanently coupled to
the support of the additional steering wheel and to make
use of the optional guiding capacity it is enough to operate
the lowering mechanism to put the steering wheel in con-
tact with the ground, without needing any additional cou-
pling maneuver as in prior art devices.
[0013] In a particular embodiment, the steering assem-
bly of the invention is applicable to a shopping cart of the
type including a substantially horizontal push member
located in the first end region or rear region of the vehicle,
said control unit is designed to be fixed directly to said
push member or to the chassis in a position adjacent to
the push member, and the command member has the
form of a handlebar provided with capacity of rotation on
two crossed axes, where the command member is posi-
tioned on one side of the push member facing the second
end region or front region of the chassis and has a pair
of grips located at a distance from the push member se-
lected so that said grips of the command member can
be operated with one or more fingers of each hand at the
same time as the vehicle is pushed with the hands by
means of the push member. In other words, the command
member can be optionally operated when considered
necessary without needing to let go of the push member.
Nevertheless, the command member is not limited to the
form of a handlebar and can adopt any other configura-
tion, such as a lever or handle provided with capacity of
rotation on two axes, allowing it to adapt to vehicles which
do not have a push member.
[0014] The control unit comprises a base body which
can be fixed to the push structure or member, or to the
chassis of the vehicle. A coin-operated locking device is
operatively housed in said base body to allow the immo-
bilization of the vehicle with respect to another vehicle
with a similar coin-operated locking device, or with re-
spect to an anchoring point fixed in relation to the ground.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0015] The previous and other features and advantag-
es will be more fully understood from the following de-
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tailed description of several embodiments with reference
to the attached drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a steering assembly
according to an embodiment of the present invention
applied to a chassis of a human-driven vehicle ex-
emplified by a shopping cart;
Figure 2 is a perspective view of a control unit and
a steering unit mutually connected by flexible move-
ment transmission devices form the steering assem-
bly of Figure 1;
Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view of the control unit
taken through a vertical mid-plane, where a com-
mand member is in an inactive position correspond-
ing to the lifted position of a steering wheel of the
steering unit shown in Figure 5 or in Figure 11;
Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view of the control unit
taken through a vertical mid-plane, where the com-
mand member is in an active position corresponding
to the lowered position of the steering wheel of the
steering unit shown in Figure 6 or in Figure 12;
Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view of the steering unit
taken through a vertical mid-plane, where the steer-
ing wheel is in the lifted position corresponding to
the inactive position of the command member of the
control unit shown in Figure 3;
Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view of the steering unit
taken through a vertical mid-plane, where the steer-
ing wheel is in the lowered position corresponding
to the active position of the command member of the
control unit shown in Figure 4;
Figure 7 is a top view of the control unit with some
parts sectioned, where the command member is in
a neutral position corresponding to the straight po-
sition of the steering wheel of the steering unit shown
in Figure 9;
Figure 8 is a top view of the control unit with some
parts sectioned, where the command member is in
a rotated position corresponding to the rotated posi-
tion of the steering wheel of the steering unit shown
in Figure 10;
Figure 9 is a top view of the steering unit with some
parts sectioned, where the steering wheel is in a
straight position corresponding to the neutral posi-
tion of the command member of the control unit
shown in Figure 7;
Figure 10 is a top view of the steering unit with some
parts sectioned, where the steering wheel is in a ro-
tated position corresponding to the rotated position
of the command member of the control unit shown
in Figure 8;
Figure 11 is a cross-sectional view of a steering unit
according to an alternative embodiment taken
through a vertical mid-plane, where the steering
wheel is in the lifted position;
Figure 12 is a cross-sectional view of the steering
unit of Figure 11 taken through a vertical mid-plane,
where the steering wheel is in the lowered position;

Figure 13 is a front view of the control unit according
to an alternative embodiment, with some parts sec-
tioned, where the command member is in an inactive
position corresponding to the lifted position of the
steering wheel of the steering unit shown in Figure
5 or in Figure 11;
Figure 14 is a front view of the control unit of Figure
13, with some parts sectioned, where the command
member is in an active position corresponding to the
lowered position of the steering wheel of the steering
unit shown in Figure 6 or in Figure 12;
Figure 15 is a top view of the control unit of Figure
13, with some parts sectioned, where the command
member is in a neutral position corresponding to the
straight position of the steering wheel of the steering
unit shown in Figure 9; and
Figure 16 is a top view of the control unit of Figure
13, with some parts sectioned, where the command
member is in a rotated position corresponding to the
rotated position of the steering wheel of the steering
unit shown in Figure 10.

Detailed Description of Exemplary Embodiments

[0016] With reference first to Figure 1, it generally
shows a chassis of a human-driven vehicle to which a
steering assembly according to an embodiment of the
present invention is applied. The mentioned vehicle
shown in Figure 1 is exemplified by a shopping cart hav-
ing a chassis 1 with a first end region 1a and a second
end region 1b, which are opposite to one another. Ac-
cording to a forward movement direction of the vehicle
in usual conditions the mentioned first and second end
regions 1a, 1b correspond to a rear end region and a
front end region, respectively. The chassis 1 is mounted
on four freely rotating wheels 2, two of them located in
the first end region 1a and the other two in the second
end region 1b. In the shopping cart shown in Figure 1
the four wheels are self-orienting wheels 2, although for
the purposes of the present invention it is only essential
for the wheels located in the second end region 1b to be
self-orienting wheels 2. The chassis 1 of the shopping
cart shown in Figure 1 further includes a push structure
in the form of a substantially horizontal push member 3
fixedly joined to the chassis 1 in the first end region 1a,
such that a user can manually push said push member
3 to make the cart move forwards, and the steering as-
sembly of the embodiment shown is configured to be
applied to such shopping cart provided with push mem-
ber 3. It must be taken into account, however, that the
steering assembly of the present invention could alter-
natively be configured to be applied to any type of human-
driven vehicle provided with another type of push struc-
ture.
[0017] In general terms, the steering assembly of the
present invention comprises a fifth wheel or steering
wheel 4 installed on a wheel support 5 (better shown in
Figures 5, 6 and 9-11) in the second end region 1b of the
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chassis 1, a lowering mechanism which can be manually
operated to move said wheel support 5 between a lifted
position (Figures 5 and 11), in which said steering wheel
4 is out of contact with the ground, and a lowered position
(Figures 6 and 12), in which the steering wheel 4 is in
contact with the ground; and a steering mechanism which
can be manually operated to make the wheel support 5
and with it the steering wheel 4 rotate with respect to a
steer shaft 12, which is in a substantially vertical position
at least when the wheel support 5 is in said lowered po-
sition, to steer the vehicle. Each of said lowering and
steering mechanisms has a first part installed in associ-
ation with a command member 7 in said first end region
1 a of the chassis 1 and a second part installed in asso-
ciation with the wheel support 5 and the steering wheel
4 in the second end region 1b of the chassis 1. The men-
tioned first and second parts of the lowering and steering
mechanisms are connected to one another by respective
first and second movement transmission devices 19, 20,
21 (symbolically depicted in Figure 1).
[0018] The mentioned command member 7 is capable
of performing combined rotation movements on two axes
and serves both for the lowering mechanism and for the
steering mechanism, such that the command member 7
can be manually operated by a user to remotely perform
the lowering and rotation movements of the wheel sup-
port 5 and steering wheel 4 from a position adjacent to
said push structure or push member 3. The steering as-
sembly comprises first elastic means (which will be de-
scribed in detail below) arranged to push the wheel sup-
port 5 towards said lifted position and maintain it therein.
The lowering mechanism is configured to move, as a
consequence of a manual operation thereof, the wheel
support 5 towards the lowered position, and maintain it
therein, against the force of said first elastic means.
Therefore, when the mentioned manual operation of the
lowering mechanism ceases, the first elastic means au-
tomatically return the wheel support 5 to the lifted posi-
tion. Furthermore, the command member can be manu-
ally operated to perform variation movements in the ori-
entation of the wheel support 5 and steering wheel 4 while
the wheel support 5 is maintained in the lowered position
to steer the vehicle.
[0019] The first parts of the lowering and steering
mechanisms together with the command member 7 are
integrated in a control unit 50a configured to be fixed to
the push structure or to the chassis 1 in the first end
region 1 a, and the second parts of the lowering and
steering mechanisms together with the steering wheel 4
are integrated in a steering unit 50b configured to be fixed
to the chassis 1 in the second end region 1b. In the em-
bodiment shown in the figures, the mentioned control unit
50a is configured to be fixed to the push member 3 and
the command member 7, which has the form of a han-
dlebar formed by an elongated rigid body 35 provided
with a pair of grips 7a, 7b at its opposite ends, is posi-
tioned on one side of the push member 3 facing the front
region or second end region 1b of the chassis 1. When

the control unit 50a is fixed in an operative position, the
grips 7a, 7b of the command member are located at a
suitable distance from the push member 3 so that they
can be operated with one or more fingers of each hand
at the same time as the vehicle is pushed with the palms
and the thumbs of the hands on the push member 3.
Alternatively, the control unit 50a could be fixed to the
chassis 1 in a position adjacent to the push member 3
such that the grips 7a, 7b were in the position described
in relation to the push member 3. In human-driven vehi-
cles without a push member, the control unit 50a could
be fixed in the corresponding push structure or in the
chassis 1 close to the push structure and the command
member 7 could have a form different from a handlebar.
[0020] Figure 2 separately shows the control unit 50a
and the steering unit 50b interconnected by said first and
second movement transmission devices 19, 20, 21,
which are formed by Bowden type flexible cable and
sheath assemblies 19a, 19b; 20a, 20b; 21a, 21b,. The
control unit 50a comprises a first base body 15 configured
to be fixed to the upper side of the push member 3 by
means of a lower clamp part 46 (see also Figures 3 and
4). The elongated rigid body 35 forming the command
member 7 has an intermediate portion between the grips
7a, 7b fixed to a steering control support 8, which is
mounted such that it can rotate with respect to a sub-
stantially vertical steering control shaft 13 supported in
a lowering control support 9. The mentioned lowering
control support 9 is in turn mounted such that it can rotate
with respect to a lowering control shaft 14 which is sub-
stantially horizontal and substantially parallel to the lon-
gitudinal direction of the elongated rigid body 35, said
lowering control shaft 14 being supported in said first
base body 15. Thus, the command member 7 is provided
with combined rotation movements on two crossed axes,
namely; the axes of the steering control shaft 13 and the
lowering control shaft 14. Optionally, in the first base body
15 of the control unit 50a there is operatively housed a
coin-operated locking device 45 for allowing the immo-
bilization of the vehicle with respect to another vehicle
with a similar coin-operated locking device, or with re-
spect to an anchoring point fixed in relation to the ground.
The mentioned coin-operated locking device 45 can be
of a commercially available conventional type comprising
an anchoring part 48 secured by a chain 49 or another
flexible element, an anchoring slot (not shown) for the
introduction of a similar anchoring part secured to an ad-
jacent cart or to a fixed anchoring point, a mechanism
for immobilizing said anchoring part 48 in said anchoring
slot, and a coin slot 51 for the introduction of a coin re-
leasing said immobilization mechanism. The steering
unit 50b comprises a second base body 17 configured
to be fixed, for example, to the lower side of a plate 47
(Figure 1) joined to the chassis 1.
[0021] Figures 3 and 4 show a cross-sectional view of
the control unit 50a with the command member 7 fixed
to the steering control support 8, which is rotationally in-
stalled on the lowering control support 9, which is in turn
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mounted such that it can rotate with respect to said low-
ering control shaft 14 supported in the first base body 15.
Between the steering control support 8 and the lowering
control support 9 of the control unit 50a there are ar-
ranged second elastic means 22a, 22b to push the steer-
ing control support 8 and the command member 7 fixed
thereto towards a neutral position corresponding to a
straight orientation of the driving wheel 4. The mentioned
first part of the lowering mechanism housed in the control
unit 50a comprises a lowering lever 23 mounted to rotate
in its middle part with respect to a pin 24 supported in
the first base body 15. This lowering lever 23 has an end
provided with a pin 25 inserted to run in a guided manner
in a guide slot 26 formed in the lowering control support
9 and another opposite end provided with a first engage-
ment configuration 27 for engaging a first end of the cable
19a of the first movement transmission device 19, where-
as a first end of the sheath 19b of the first movement
transmission device 19 is retained in a housing 52 of the
first base body 15. Thus, a manually applied downward
force on the control member 7 makes the lowering control
support 9 rotate about the lowering control shaft 14, and
the lowering control support 9 in turn makes the lowering
lever 23 rotate about the pin 24, and the lowering lever
23 pulls on the first end of the cable 19a of the first move-
ment transmission device 19, as shown in Figure 4. In
other words, the first part of the lowering mechanism ar-
ranged in the control unit 50a is capable of transforming
a rotation of the lowering control support 9 with respect
to the lowering control shaft 14 into an axial movement
of the cable 19a of said first movement transmission de-
vice 19.
[0022] With reference now to Figures 5 and 6, the sec-
ond part of the lowering mechanism integrated in the
steering unit 50b is described, which is configured and
arranged to transform the movement of the first move-
ment transmission device 19 into a pivoting of the rocker
support 6 with respect to said first substantially horizontal
shaft 16 and thus move the wheel support 5 to said low-
ered position, in which the steering wheel 4 is in contact
with the ground, against the force of the first elastic
means. The second base body 17 of the steering unit
50b supports a substantially horizontal rocking shaft 16
with respect to which a rocker support 6 can pivot. This
rocker support 6 in turn supports the mentioned steer
shaft 12 with respect to which the wheel support 5 can
rotate, where the wheel support 5 has the steering wheel
4 mounted such that it can rotate with respect to a wheel
shaft 55 supported in a yoke 56. The mentioned first elas-
tic means comprise a coil spring 10 arranged under trac-
tion between the rocker support 6 and said second base
body 17 of the steering unit 50b to maintain the rocker
support 6, the wheel support 5 and the steering wheel 4
in the lifted position shown in Figure 5. The second part
of the lowering mechanism arranged in the steering unit
50b comprises an articulated arm having a first member
28 mounted to pivot with respect to a first pin 29 supported
in the second base body 17 of the steering unit 50b and

a second member 30 mounted to pivot with respect to a
second pin 31 supported in the rocker support 6. The
mentioned first and second members 28, 30 are articu-
lately connected to one another by means of a third pin
32, and said articulated arm includes a second engage-
ment configuration 33, formed for example in said third
pin 32, for engaging a second end of said cable 19a of
the first movement transmission device 19, whereas a
second end of the sheath 19b of the first movement trans-
mission device 19 is retained against a wall of the second
base body 17. Thus, the second part of the lowering
mechanism arranged in the steering unit 50b is capable
of transforming the mentioned axial movement of the ca-
ble 19a of the first movement transmission device 19,
caused by an action of the first part of the lowering mech-
anism arranged in the control unit 50a (Figure 4) into a
pivoting movement of the rocker support 6 about the rock-
ing shaft 16 to take the wheel support 5 to the lowered
position, in which the steering wheel 4 is in contact with
the ground, against the force of the first elastic means
(Figure 6).
[0023] Figures 7 and 8 depict top views of the control
unit 50a without the lowering control support 9 to better
show the first part of the steering mechanism, which com-
prises a steering lever 36 mounted such that it can rotate
with respect to a shaft 37 supported in the lowering con-
trol support 9 (see Figures 3 and 4). This steering lever
36 has a first end in which there is formed a first gear
wheel sector 38 concentric with said shaft 37. The men-
tioned first gear wheel sector 38 is meshed with a second
gear wheel sector 39 formed in the steering control sup-
port 8, this second gear wheel sector 39 being concentric
with the steering control shaft 13, which is likewise sup-
ported in the lowering control support 9 (see Figures 3
and 4). A second end of the steering lever 36 comprises
a first pair of engagement configurations 36a, 36b for
engaging first ends of two cables 20a, 21a forming part
of the second movement transmission device 20, 21,
whereas first ends of the respective sheaths 20b, 21b of
the second movement transmission device 20, 21 are
retained in respective housings 53a, 53b formed in the
first base part 15. Thus, the first part of the steering mech-
anism integrated in the control unit 50a is configured and
arranged to transform the rotations of the steering control
support 8 with respect to said steering control shaft 13
into axial movements of the cables 20a, 21a of said sec-
ond movement transmission device 20, 21.
[0024] In relation to Figures 9 and 10, the second part
of the steering mechanism integrated in the steering unit
50b is described below, which is configured and arranged
to transform said axial movements of said cables 20a,
21a of the second movement transmission device 20, 21
into rotations of the wheel support 5 with respect to said
steer shaft 12, to thus vary the orientation of the steering
wheel 4 and steer the vehicle. This second part of the
steering mechanism comprises a pulley 34 fixed to the
wheel support 5 to rotate together with the wheel support
5 about the steer shaft 12. The mentioned pulley 34 com-
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prises a second pair of engagement configurations 34a,
34b for engaging second ends of the cables 20a, 21a of
the second movement transmission device 20, 21 and a
circumferential groove 34c on which portions of said ca-
bles 20a, 2 1 a of the second movement transmission
device 20, 21 are supported. Second ends of the sheaths
20b, 21b of the second movement transmission device
20, 21 are retained in respective housings 54a, 54b of
the rocker support 6, optionally in cooperation with elastic
means.
[0025] The steering mechanism is preferably a multi-
plier mechanism, i.e., an angle rotated by the command
member 7 with respect to the steering control shaft 13 is
smaller than an angle rotated by the wheel support 5 with
respect to the steer shaft 12. Thus, a user can steer the
vehicle with slight movements of the fingers without let-
ting go of the push member 3. In the embodiment shown
in Figures 2 to 10, the mentioned multiplier effect is
achieved by suitably selecting the radii of said first and
second gear wheel sectors 38, 39 (Figures 7 and 8), the
distances from said first pair of engagement configura-
tions 36a, 36b of the steering lever 36 to the correspond-
ing shaft 37 (Figures 7 and 8) and the distances from
said second pair of engagement configurations 34a, 34b
of the pulley 34 to the steer shaft 12 (Figures 9 and 10).
[0026] Figures 11 and 12 show an alternative embod-
iment for the second part of the steering mechanism in-
tegrated in the steering unit 50b, which is configured and
arranged to transform the movement of the first move-
ment transmission device 19 into a linear translation of
the wheel support 5 with respect to said shaft support 40
to the lowered position, in which the steering wheel 4 is
in contact with the ground, against the force of the first
elastic means. Here, the wheel support 5 is linked to a
linear guide arrangement such that it can slide in a direc-
tion parallel to the steer shaft 12 with respect to a shaft
support 40 supporting the steer shaft 12. The mentioned
shaft support 40 is supported in the second base body
17 of the steering unit 50b, and said second base body
17 is configured to be fixed to the chassis 1.
[0027] In this alternative embodiment for the second
part of the steering mechanism, the pulley 34 is mounted
on the shaft support 40 such that it can rotate about but
not slide along the steer shaft 12, and drive rods 41 par-
allel to the steer shaft 12 are fixed to the wheel support
5 and slidingly inserted in corresponding holes 42 formed
in the pulley 34. The first elastic means here comprise
coil springs 18 arranged around said drive rods 41 such
that they can be compressed between end stops 41a of
the drive rods 41 and the pulley 34. A rotation of the pulley
34 as a consequence of the action of the second move-
ment transmission device 20, 21 is transmitted to the
wheel support 5 by the drive rods 41 whatever the posi-
tion of the wheel support 5 in the vertical direction. In this
alternative embodiment, the second part of the lowering
mechanism comprises a cam 43 mounted such that it
can rotate with respect to a shaft 44 supported in the
second base body 17 of the steering unit 50b. The men-

tioned cam 43 is provided with an eccentric profile 43a
arranged to press against the wheel support 5 and a sec-
ond engagement configuration 43b for engaging a sec-
ond end of the cable 19a of the first movement transmis-
sion device 19.
[0028] Figures 13 to 16 show an alternative embodi-
ment for the first parts of the lowering and steering mech-
anisms integrated in the control unit 50a. In this alterna-
tive embodiment, the command member 7 comprises two
elongated rigid bodies 35a, 35b, each of which has a grip
7a, 7b at a distal end and is fixed at an opposite proximal
end to a corresponding lowering control shaft 14a, 14b
which is substantially horizontal and substantially per-
pendicular to the longitudinal direction of the elongated
rigid body 35a, 35b. These lowering control shafts 14a,
14b are mutually parallel and are supported such that
they can rotate on a steering control support 8, which is
fixed to a steering control shaft 13. The mentioned steer-
ing control shaft 13 is supported such that it can rotate
in a substantially vertical position on a first base body 15
of the control unit 50a, which is configured to be fixed to
the push member 3 of the chassis 1, although alterna-
tively said first base body 15 could be fixed to the chassis
1 in a position adjacent to the push member 3.
[0029] With this construction, the two elongated rigid
bodies 35a, 35b forming the command member 7 can be
manually rotated in opposite directions about the respec-
tive lowering control shafts 14a, 14b between lifted po-
sitions (Figure 13) and lowered positions (Figure 14), and
the command member 7 together with the steering con-
trol support 8 can be manually rotated in opposite direc-
tions about the steering control shaft 13 between a neu-
tral position (Figure 15) and positions rotated to the left
(Figure 16) and to the right (not shown).
[0030] The first part of the lowering mechanism of this
alternative embodiment comprises a pair of first gear
wheel sectors 60a, 60b fixed respectively to the lowering
control shafts 14a, 14b and meshed with respective racks
61a, 61b formed on opposite sides of a traction element
61 installed such that it can move in a vertical direction
with respect to the steering control support 8. The men-
tioned traction element 61 is fixed to a first end of the
cable 19a of the first movement transmission device 19.
The steering control shaft 13 has an inner cavity and a
side opening 13a through which the cable 19a and the
sheath 19b of the first movement transmission device 19
are introduced. In a wall of the upper end of the steering
control shaft 13 there is formed an axial hole through
which the cable 19a passes, whereas the sheath 19b is
retained by said wall of the upper end of the steering
control shaft 13. The steering control support 8, the low-
ering control shafts 14a, 14b, the gear wheel sectors 60a,
60b and the traction element 61 are protected by a casing
67.
[0031] Thus, this first part of the lowering mechanism
transforms rotations in opposite directions of the lowering
control shafts 14a, 14b into an axial movement of the
cable 19a of the first movement transmission device 19.
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The coil spring 10 (Figures 5 and 6) or the coil springs
18 (Figures 11 and 12) providing the first elastic means
in the steering unit 50b pull on the cable 19 and push the
two elongated rigid bodies 35a, 35b forming the com-
mand member 7 towards the lifted position (Figure 13).
Optionally, an additional spring (not shown) is arranged
to push the traction element 61 downwards.
[0032] It will be understood that in the embodiment
shown in Figures 13 to 16 the command member 7 could
alternatively comprise only one elongated rigid body con-
nected to a single lowering control shaft fixed to a single
gear wheel sector meshed with a single rack fixed to the
first end of the cable with an equivalent result.
[0033] The first part of the steering mechanism of the
alternative embodiment shown in Figures 13 to 16 com-
prises a second gear wheel sector 62 fixed to the steering
control shaft 13 and meshed with a pinion 63 fixed to an
auxiliary shaft 64 parallel to the steering control shaft 13.
A pulley 65 is fixed to said auxiliary shaft 64, and first
ends of the cables 20a, 21a of the second movement
transmission device 20, 21 are fixed on said pulley 65,
whereas the corresponding sheaths 20b, 21 b are re-
tained in a stop wall 66 fixed with respect to the first base
body 15 of the control unit 50a. Thus, this first part of the
steering mechanism transforms rotations of the steering
control support 8 together with the steering control shaft
13 into axial movements of the cables 20a, 21a of the
second movement transmission device 20, 21.
[0034] In the alternative embodiment of the guiding
member 7 shown in Figures 13 to 16, the incorporation
of a coin-operated locking device 45 operatively housed
in said first base body 15 of the control unit 50a (Figures
13 and 14) has also foreseen.
[0035] A person skilled in the art will be able to make
modifications and variations from the embodiments
shown and described without departing from the scope
of the present invention as it is defmed in the attached
claims.

Claims

1. A steering assembly for a human-driven vehicle, said
vehicle having a chassis (1) mounted on a plurality
of freely rotating wheels, wherein at least two of said
freely rotating wheels are self-orienting wheels (2)
located in an end region of the chassis (1), said steer-
ing assembly comprising:

a steering wheel (4) installed on a wheel support
(5) in the same end region of the chassis (1) as
said two self-orienting wheels (2);
a manually operable lowering mechanism for
moving said wheel support (5) between a lifted
position, in which said steering wheel (4) is out
of contact with the ground, and a lowered posi-
tion, in which the steering wheel (4) is in contact
with the ground; and

a manually operable steering mechanism for
making the wheel support (5) and with it the
steering wheel (4) rotate with respect to a steer
shaft (12);
characterized in that:

first elastic means are arranged to push the
wheel support (5) towards said lifted posi-
tion;
said lowering mechanism and said steering
mechanism comprise a common command
member (7) which can be manually operat-
ed to move the wheel support (5) towards
the lowered position against the force of
said first elastic means and to rotate the
wheel support (5) with respect to said steer
shaft (12);
said command member (7) is located in a
first end region (1a) of the chassis (1) and
the wheel support (5) with the steering
wheel (4) is located in a second end region
(1b) of the chassis (1) opposite to said first
end region (1a); and
a first movement transmission device (19)
is arranged to transmit lowering movements
from the command member (7) to the wheel
support (5) and a second movement trans-
mission devices (20, 21) is arranged to
transmit steering movements from the com-
mand member (7) to the wheel support (5).

2. The assembly according to claim 1, characterized
in that each of the lowering and steering mecha-
nisms comprises a first part connected to said com-
mand member (7) in said first end region (1a) of the
chassis (1) and a second part connected to the wheel
support (5) in said second end region (1b) of the
chassis (1), and said first and second movement
transmission devices (19, 20, 21) transmit move-
ments from said first parts of the lowering and steer-
ing mechanisms connected to the command mem-
ber (7) to said second parts of the lowering and steer-
ing mechanisms connected to the wheel support (5).

3. The assembly according to claim 2, characterized
in that said first and second movement transmission
devices (19, 20, 21) comprise flexible cable and
sheath assemblies (19a, 19b; 20a, 20b; 21a, 21b).

4. The assembly according to claim 3, characterized
in that the command member (7) and the first parts
of the lowering and steering mechanisms are inte-
grated in a control unit (50a) configured to be fixed
to a push member (3) connected to the chassis (1)
or to the chassis (1) in a position adjacent to said
push member (3) in the first end region (1a), and the
wheel support (5) with the steering wheel (4) and the
second parts of the lowering and steering mecha-
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nisms are integrated in a steering unit (50b) config-
ured to be fixed to the chassis (1) in the second end
region (1b).

5. The assembly according to claim 4, characterized
in that:

the command member (7) can be manually piv-
oted with respect to a substantially horizontal
lowering control shaft (14, 14a, 14b) and with
respect to a substantially vertical steering con-
trol shaft (13);
the first part of the lowering mechanism integrat-
ed in the control unit (50a) is configured and ar-
ranged to transform a rotation of the command
member (7) with respect to said lowering control
shaft (14, 14a, 14b) into an axial movement of
a cable (19a) of said first movement transmis-
sion device (19), and the second part of the low-
ering mechanism integrated in the steering unit
(50b) is configured and arranged to transform
said axial movement of said cable (19a) of the
first movement transmission device (19) into a
movement of the wheel support (5) towards said
lowered position against the force of the first
elastic means; and
the first part of the steering mechanism integrat-
ed in the control unit (50a) is configured and ar-
ranged to transform rotations of the command
member (7) with respect to said steering control
shaft (13) into axial movements of cables (20a,
21a) of said second movement transmission de-
vice (20, 21), and the second part of the steering
mechanism integrated in the steering unit (50b)
is configured and arranged to transform said ax-
ial movements of said cables (20a, 21a) of the
second movement transmission device (20, 21)
into rotations of the wheel support (5) with re-
spect to said steer shaft (12) to thus vary the
orientation of the steering wheel (4) and steer
the vehicle.

6. The assembly according to claim 4 or 5, character-
ized in that the command member (7) comprises at
least one elongated rigid body (35a, 35b) having a
distal end with a grip (7a, 7b) and a proximal end
fixed to a lowering control shaft (14a, 14b) which is
substantially horizontal and substantially perpendic-
ular to the longitudinal direction of the elongated rigid
body (35a, 35b), said lowering control shaft (14a,
14b) is supported such that it can rotate on a steering
control support (8) fixed to a substantially vertical
steering control shaft (13), which is supported such
that it can rotate on a first base body (15) of the con-
trol unit (50a), and said first base body (15) is con-
figured to be fixed to said push member (3) or to the
chassis (1).

7. The assembly according to claim 6, characterized
in that said first part of the lowering mechanism com-
prises at least one first gear wheel sector (60a, 60b)
fixed to the lowering control shaft (14a, 14b) and
meshed with a rack (61a, 61b) fixed to a first end of
said cable (19a) of the first movement transmission
device (19), and said first part of the steering mech-
anism comprises a second gear wheel sector (62)
fixed to the steering control shaft (13) and meshed
with a pinion (63) fixed to an auxiliary shaft (64), and
a pulley (65) fixed to said auxiliary shaft (64) and on
which there are fixed first ends of the cables (20a,
21a) of the second movement transmission device
(20, 21).

8. The assembly according to claim 4 or 5, character-
ized in that the command member (7) comprises
an elongated rigid body (35) having opposite ends
with a pair of grips (7a, 7b) and an intermediate por-
tion fixed to a steering control support (8) mounted
such that it can rotate with respect to a substantially
vertical steering control shaft (13) supported in a low-
ering control support (9), said lowering control sup-
port (9) is mounted such that it can rotate with respect
to a lowering control shaft (14) which is substantially
horizontal and substantially parallel to the longitudi-
nal direction of the elongated rigid body (35), said
lowering control shaft (14) is supported in a first base
body (15) of the control unit (50a), and said first base
body (15) is configured to be fixed to said push mem-
ber (3) or to the chassis (1).

9. The assembly according to claim 8, characterized
in that said first part of the lowering mechanism com-
prises at least one lowering lever (23) mounted to
rotate with respect to a pin (24) supported on the first
base body (15) of the control unit (50a), said lowering
lever (23) has a portion linked to the lowering control
support (9) to be moved by it and another portion
connected to a first end of said cable (19a) of the
first movement transmission device (19), and said
first part of the steering mechanism comprises a
steering lever (36) mounted to rotate with respect to
a shaft (37) supported in the lowering control support
(9) of the control unit (50a), wherein said steering
lever (36) has a first gear wheel sector (38) concen-
tric with said shaft (37) and meshed with a second
gear wheel sector (39) formed in the steering control
support (8) and concentric with the steering control
shaft (13), and is connected to first ends of the cables
(20a, 21a) of the second movement transmission de-
vice (20, 21).

10. The assembly according to claim 4 or 5, character-
ized in that said second part of the lowering mech-
anism comprises a rocker support (6) mounted such
that it can pivot with respect to a substantially hori-
zontal rocking shaft (16) supported on a second base
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body (17) of the steering unit (50b) configured to be
fixed to the chassis (1), said steer shaft (12) with
respect to which the wheel support (5) can rotate is
supported on said rocker support (6), and an articu-
lated arm (28, 30) linked to said second base body
(17) and to the rocker support (6) is connected to a
second end of said cable (19a) of the first movement
transmission device (19), and said second part of
the steering mechanism comprises a pulley (34)
mounted to rotate together with the wheel support
(5) about the steer shaft (12), wherein said pulley
(34) has fixed thereto second ends of the cables
(20a, 21a) of the second movement transmission de-
vice (20, 21).

11. The assembly according to claim 10, characterized
in that the first elastic means comprise at least one
coil spring (10) arranged between the rocker support
(6) and said second base body (17) of the steering
unit (50b).

12. The assembly according to claim 4 or 5, character-
ized in that said second part of the lowering mech-
anism comprises a shaft support (40) supported in
a second base body (17) of the steering unit (50b)
configured to be fixed to the chassis (1), the steer
shaft (12) to which the wheel support (5) is fixed is
supported such that it can rotate and slide axially
with respect to said shaft support (40) between the
lifted and lowered positions, and a second end of
said cable (19a) of the first movement transmission
device (19) is connected to at least one cam (43)
mounted in the second base body (17) and arranged
to press the wheel support (5) towards the lowered
position, and said second part of the steering mech-
anism comprises a pulley (34) mounted on the shaft
support (40) such that it can rotate about but not slide
in parallel to the steer shaft (12), and at least one
drive rod (41) parallel to the steer shaft (12) is fixed
to the wheel support (5) and slidingly inserted in a
hole (42) formed in said pulley (34), wherein said
pulley (34) has fixed thereto second ends of the ca-
bles (20a, 21a) of the second movement transmis-
sion device (20, 21) and wherein said drive rod (41)
transmits the rotations of the pulley (34) to the wheel
support (5).

13. The assembly according to claim 12, characterized
in that the first elastic means comprise at least one
coil spring (18) arranged around said drive rod (41)
between a stop (41a) joined to the end of the drive
rod (41) and the pulley (34).

14. The assembly according to claim 4 or 5, character-
ized in that a coin-operated locking device (45) is
operatively housed in a first base body (15) of said
control unit (50a) to allow the immobilization of the
vehicle with respect to another vehicle with a similar

coin-operated locking device, or with respect to an
anchoring point fixed in relation to the ground.

15. A human-driven vehicle, of the type comprising a
chassis (1) with a first end region (1a) and a second
end region (1b) which are opposite to one another,
said chassis (1) being mounted on freely rotating
wheels, wherein at least two of said wheels, which
are located in said second end region (1b), are self-
orienting wheels (2), characterized in that said ve-
hicle includes a steering assembly according to any
one of the previous claims.
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